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QUESTION 1

Which of the following would detect intrusions at the perimeter of an airport? 

A. Signage 

B. Fencing 

C. Motion sensors 

D. Lighting 

E. Bollards 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following is assured when a user signs an email using a private key? 

A. Non-repudiation 

B. Confidentiality 

C. Availably 

D. Authentication 

Correct Answer: A 

Non Repudiation is your virtual John Hancock. It\\'s a way of virtually stamping any data or document with "I am who I
say I am". Only way to break this would be if the private key owners\\' private key became compromised. Which at that
point you got bigger problems than Non Repudiation. 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following describes the BEST approach for deploying application patches? 

A. Apply the patches to systems in a testing environment then to systems in a staging environment, and finally to
production systems. 

B. Test the patches in a staging environment, develop against them in the development environment, and then apply
them to the production systems 

C. Test the patches m a test environment apply them to the production systems and then apply them to a staging
environment 

D. Apply the patches to the production systems apply them in a staging environment, and then test all of them in a
testing environment 

Correct Answer: A 
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A is the only one that was in the correct order. Having a patch in a testing server should be the first to test the patch and
only after it has been tested should it be staged. test -> stage -> production. https://oroinc.com/b2b-
ecommerce/blog/testing-and-staging-environments-in-ecommerce-implementation/ 

 

QUESTION 4

A security manager runs Nessus scans of the network after every maintenance window. 

Which of the following is the security manger MOST likely trying to accomplish? 

A. Verifying that system patching has effectively removed knows vulnerabilities 

B. Identifying assets on the network that may not exist on the network asset inventory 

C. Validating the hosts do not have vulnerable ports exposed to the internet 

D. Checking the status of the automated malware analysis that is being performed 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A Chief Information Security Officer wants to ensure the organization is validating and checking the Integrity of zone
transfers. Which of the following solutions should be implemented? 

A. DNSSEC 

B. LOAPS 

C. NGFW 

D. DLP 

Correct Answer: A 

Domain Name System Security Extensions (DNSSEC) is a set of specifications that extend the DNS protocol by adding
cryptographic authentication 
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